HD-VIDEO-INFRASTRUCTURE
Organisations must enable their users to work together freely with the help of HD video conferences in optimum quality. Only
then can they fully exploit the increase in productiveness and the advantages of video conferences.
LifeSize offers simple to use and dependable HD video and audio communication to ensure that HD video is available and is
often used. The key to making HD video generally available lies in the best possible infrastructure solution enabling users to
connect securely and easily with every network.
LifeSize-infrastructure solutions make the most cost effective HD video communication in optimum quality available, when and
where it is required.
The best services for end users are often hard and challenging to administrate on a „round-the-clock“ base. With LifeSize
infrastructure products companies get hand on tools and fundamentally support which is essential to build up and service world
class communication systems.

LifeSize® Bridge™
Multiparty-HD-Video-Telephony-Solution with unequalled quality for a pioneering
price-performance ratio. Interoperable and standard-based, theuser-friendly
LifeSize Bridge can be allocated to where you most urgently need it.

LifeSize® Video Center™
Solution for HD-streaming, recording and automatic publication at the touch of
a button. LifeSize video Center can support more concurrent recording, OnDemand-Streams and simultaneous live streams than any other systemeverything in 720p30 HD video quality.

LifeSize® Transit™
The most modern secure firewall and NAT traversal solution. With LifeSize
Transit you experience better communication, without security compromises.

LifeSize® ClearSea™
LifeSize ClearSea is a an enterprise-class client / server solution for desktop and
mobile video collaboration system. Open and inter-Operable for seamless
communication. LifeSize’s ClearSea-server Is available as a hardware appliance
or virtual machine software.

Video-EndpOINTS
LifeSize, like Logitech, believes that HD video should be accessible
to everyone in every location. That is why LifeSize concentrates on
the provision of HD video systems which combine the highest quality,
excellent flexibility and the lowest total operating expenses.

The difference of LifeSize
In what way do we differ from others? We have developed a revolutionary architecture which is tailored to HD video communication.
LifeSize uses the most advanced technology and delivers the ultimate in HD quality, flexibility and the lowest total operating costs.
An amazing HD video quality ensures that you see every movement and every gesture. The user-friendly, intuitive user interface
motivates its use and interaction and thus makes a valuable contribution to the increase of productivity. The result - a verifiable return
on investment.
LifeSize solutions can be easily integrated into every IP network and have the proven availability of the best bandwidth / performance of
their class. No costly network upgrading necessary - and no additional expensive acquisitions. The extent of the offer, offers customers the
flexibility to use HD video communication in their whole enterprise.
Lowest total operating costs
All of this is designed in such a way that comprehensive provision is possible - no hidden costs. With minimal acquisition and operating
costs, LifeSize makes HD video communication accessible to everybody.
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About ScanSource Communications Europe
ScanSource Communications Europe is a leading pan-European distributor of voice, data, video and infrastructure products. We sell only
to resellers and are dedicated to optimising the channel for the benefit of our reseller and vendor partners. Alongside the core distribution
elements of inventory, logistics and financing, we offer a variety of tools and services to help you be more efficient, effective and
successful. In Europe, ScanSource also distributes automatic identification and data capture (AIDC) and point-of-sale (POS) solutions
through its ScanSource Europe business unit.
ScanSource Communications Europe is part of ScanSource, Inc. (est. 1992; NASDAQ: SCSC), who distributes AIDC and POS, voice, video
and converged communications equipment and electronic security solutions in North America and Latin America. Catalyst Telecom,
ScanSource’s North American convergence division, is the largest distributor of convergent voice solutions in the world.
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